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Building Area: (sf)

46,000

Cost per Square Foot: 

$228

Construction Cost

$10,500,000

Date of Completion:

February 2009

Program Summary:
The New Composite Operations and Training Facility at Dannelly 
Field collects the various functions of the base into a central 
headquarters.

Program Statement:

While the form of the building sets it apart as a place 

of authority, the scale of the exterior fenestration and rhythm of 

massing provide an approachable scale for the leadership of the 

base.

A double-height space with a mezzanine lines the front 

of the building. Aligned with the front entry, a main stair 

mediates between levels, lofting from the ground to this 

mezzanine in a graceful swooping curve. A weighty cast-in-

place concrete form receives the base of the stair, allowing its 

intricate steel structure to remain elevated above the ground 

plane.

The stair is held by a single steel tube, circular in 

section and curved in two degrees along its length. We designed 

a custom cast aluminum module to interface between this tube and 

the treads and rail supports. While the overall swooping form 

mimics the movement of flight, the machined aesthetics of the 

module mimics plane construction itself.

The industrial palette of the cast aluminum modules and 

stainless steel rail supports and cables is juxtaposed with the 

warmth of wood in the treads and handrails. Together, these 

balance a machine aesthetic and invitation for human 

interaction
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Axon of stair component
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Detail sketches of stair 
components
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Elevation of the stair
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Details of the stair 
componentry



Project Name:

Dannelly HQ Stair Detail

Project Location:

Dannelly Field, Montgomery, Alabama

Owner/Client:

Dannelly Field

Architect(s) of Record:
(names and addresses)

Seay Seay & Litchfield Architects

Project Team:

Jim H. Seay, Platt Boyd, Wes Osmer, Casey 
Ivy, Jeff Bazzell

Landscape Architect:

Casey Ivy

Consultants:

Blackburn and Associates

Hattemer, Hornsby, & Bailey

Zgouvas Eiring & Associates

Professional Engineering Consultants

General Contractor:

Bear Brothers Construction Inc.
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